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One of the major tectonic problems in Europe concerns 
the south-western margin of the East European Platform. In 
general, this margin assumed to be the Tornquist-Teisseyre 
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Zone (TTZ) , running across Europe approximately from 
north-west to south-east. The Polish segment ofTIZ is a part 
of the Trans European Suture Zone (TESZ), a first-order 
geotectonic unit, stretching from the Black Sea to the British 
Islands. Determination of deep crustal structure of the con
tact zone between the Precambrian Platform, the Palaeozoic 
Platform and Carpathian Mts was the main aim of the deep 
seismic sounding (DSS) programme in SE Poland in 1965 

-1982. In the study area the crustal thick-
24' 26' ness varies, being 48 km within the Pre-
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TTZ, about 45 km in the Holy Cross Mts 
and 30-35 km in the Palaeozoic Plat-

54' form. In the region of the Carpathian 
Foredeep, it is about 40 km. 

In the framework of the new pro
gramme of deep geological investigations 
in Poland, closely connected withEURO
PROBE Project, there are proposed for 
the SE Poland and Carpathian Mts new 
DSS refraction and wide angle reflec-

52' tion profiles SEPl, SEP2, SEP3, SEP4, 
SEP5, and near vertical reflection pro
files SEPIR, SEP2R, SEP4R and 
SEP5R. The profiles proposed for SE 
Poland are shown in figure together 
with the POLONAISE97 Project profi
les (P I-PS) which were done in May 

Refraction and wide angle reflection profiles (P1 - P5, SEP1 - SEP5) 

Near-vertical reflection profiles (R1 - R3, SEP1 R, SEP2R, SEP4R, SEP5R) 

50' 1997. In SE Poland, the proposed profi
les intersect well known tectonic units 
and tectonic lines, e.g., the margin of the 
Precambrian Platform, Holy Cross Fa
ult, Malopolska Massif, Grojec Fault, 
Krakow-Lubliniec tectonic zone, Up
per Silesian Massif and Carpathian Fo
redeep. The proposed program ought to be 
correlated with PANCARDI Program in 
the Carpathian Mts and Pannonian Ba-
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The paper is based on a new Earthquake Catalogue for 
the Czech Republic, Poland and Slovakia, compiled in the 
framework of the Global Seismic Hazard Assessment Pro
gram. The catalogue, just under preparation to be published, 
represents up-dated, revised data set of all earthquakes 
which occurred prior to 1996. The events have been analy
zed basing on source data, wherever it was possible (for all 
Polish quakes), to determine the epicentral data and their 

accuracies. Such a work has excluded earthquake duplica
tions, which is a problem when dealing with historical 
earthquakes. The third level regionalization, based on this 
catalogue and general tectonic features, delineates Carpat
hian's region from the Polish - Slovakian frontier area: the 
Silesian region (11), Carpathian Foredeep (13), and Tatra 
Mts and Spis region (14). 

The Silesian region is located between the Sudetes and 
Carpathians where the Carpathians are thrust over the Bo
hemian Massif. Since 1774 seven earthquakes have been 
recorded, four of them with intensity between 6.5-7.5. This 
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